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No change and a similar tone to that expressed in May. The RBNZ’s clear
neutral stance remains. We still hold the view that the RBNZ will likely tighten
next year, given our belief that the economy will grow at a rate that will
gradually eat into capacity. However, the RBNZ is some way away from
embracing that mind-set. It will not react until it sees broad-based inflation.
KEY POINTS


As expected, the RBNZ left the OCR at 1.75% this morning, and
maintained a clear neutral tone. Importantly, but unsurprisingly, the
RBNZ reiterated that “Monetary policy will remain accommodative for a
considerable period”.



There were some tweaks in the language, but by-and-large, the
message and tone were similar to the May Monetary Policy
Statement. The RBNZ is mindful of the uncertainty facing the global
growth and inflation outlook; it maintains a positive view towards
domestic growth (despite the latest GDP disappointments – which it
appears to be looking through, as are we); it is watchful with regards to
housing; and while it expects inflation to settle at the target midpoint
eventually, it does not really appear convinced on that front yet. There
are a number of moving parts, but caution prevails.



It’s still softly jawboning the NZD. Following a little more comfort in
May, the RBNZ has acknowledged that the NZD has risen since then and
believes that “a lower New Zealand dollar would help rebalance the
growth outlook towards the tradable sector”. There is nothing stern in this
and it’s hard to argue against currency strength when your terms of trade
are set to hit an all-time high. Given the NZD’s spike, the market was
obviously looking for something more.



We are still left with the clear impression that the hurdle for policy
action (in either direction) remains high. The RBNZ continues to see
“numerous uncertainties” shaping the outlook and is hesitant to act (or to
even signal likely future action). And we suspect that will remain the case
for a while yet. Most importantly, we doubt the RBNZ will be ready to
embrace a tightening mind-set until there are clearer signs that domestic
inflation is broadening beyond just housing.



We believe the underlying pace of economic momentum is such
that spare capacity is gradually being absorbed. The labour market
is critical to watch at present. We think it’s tightening, with wage growth
set to gradually accelerate, providing a push to inflation. At some stage
that will require a shift to an explicit tightening stance by the RBNZ, but
we are a long way from that point. Instead the RBNZ’s focus is on
evidence that actual inflation is picking up and broadening. We’re simply
not seeing that at present. Our Monthly Inflation Gauge will provide timely
signals on the underlying pulse.



We’re sticking to the view the OCR is likely to move up in mid2018, but that’s still a long way off.
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The Reserve Bank today left the Official Cash Rate
(OCR) unchanged at 1.75 percent.

The Reserve Bank today left the Official Cash Rate
(OCR) unchanged at 1.75 percent.

Global economic growth has increased and become
more broad-based. However, major challenges remain
with on-going surplus capacity and extensive political
uncertainty.

Global economic growth has increased and become
more broad-based over recent months. However,
major challenges remain with on-going surplus
capacity and extensive political uncertainty.

Headline inflation has increased over the past year in
several countries, but moderated recently with the
fall in energy prices. Core inflation and long-term
bond yields remain low. Monetary policy is expected
to remain stimulatory in the advanced economies, but
less so going forward.

Stronger global demand has helped to raise
commodity prices over the past year, which has led to
some increase in headline inflation across New
Zealand’s trading partners. However, the level of core
inflation has generally remained low. Monetary policy
is expected to remain stimulatory in the advanced
economies, but less so going forward.

The trade-weighted exchange rate has increased by
around 3 percent since May, partly in response
to higher export prices. A lower New Zealand
dollar would help rebalance the growth outlook
towards the tradables sector.

The trade-weighted exchange rate has fallen by
around 5 percent since February, partly in response to
global developments and reduced interest rate
differentials. This is encouraging and, if sustained, will
help to rebalance the growth outlook towards the
tradables sector.

GDP growth in the March quarter was lower than
expected, with weaker export volumes and
residential construction partially offset by stronger
consumption. Nevertheless, the growth outlook
remains positive, supported by accommodative
monetary policy, strong population growth, and high
terms of trade. Recent changes announced in
Budget 2017 should support the outlook for
growth.

GDP growth in the second half of 2016 was weaker
than expected. Nevertheless, the growth outlook
remains positive, supported by on-going
accommodative monetary policy, strong population
growth, and high levels of household spending and
construction activity.

House price inflation has moderated further, especially
in Auckland. The slowdown in house price inflation
partly reflects loan-to-value ratio restrictions, and
tighter lending conditions. This moderation is
projected to continue, although there is a risk of
resurgence given the on-going imbalance between
supply and demand.

House price inflation has moderated further, especially
in Auckland. The slowing in house price inflation partly
reflects loan-to-value ratio restrictions and tighter
lending conditions. This moderation is projected to
continue, although there is a risk of resurgence given
the continuing imbalance between supply and
demand.

The increase in headline inflation in the March quarter
was mainly due to higher tradables inflation,
particularly petrol and food prices. These effects are
temporary and may lead to some variability in
headline inflation. Non-tradables and wage inflation
remain moderate but are expected to increase
gradually. This will bring future headline inflation to
the midpoint of the target band over the medium
term. Longer-term inflation expectations remain wellanchored at around 2 percent.

The increase in headline inflation in the March quarter
was mainly due to higher tradables inflation,
particularly petrol and food prices. These effects are
temporary and may lead to some variability in
headline inflation over the year ahead. Non-tradables
and wage inflation remain moderate but are expected
to increase gradually. This will bring future headline
inflation to the midpoint of the target band over the
medium term. Longer-term inflation expectations
remain well-anchored at around 2 percent.

Monetary policy will remain accommodative for a
considerable period. Numerous uncertainties remain
and policy may need to adjust accordingly.

Developments since the February Monetary Policy
Statement on balance are considered to be neutral for
the stance of monetary policy.
Monetary policy will remain accommodative for a
considerable period. Numerous uncertainties remain
and policy may need to adjust accordingly.
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